Says Amy Aislin of Dream, love, IMAGINE (5 Stars)
Wow. Can I just say "Wow" and leave it at that?
This was wonderful. Sad, yes. Absolutely. Heartbreaking, even. There's pain and anger, loss and fear,
suffering and assault and missed opportunities. Death, both accidental and through suicide. It's not
an easy read.
But, God, it was also so beautiful. Full of friendship, love and, above all, hope.
To be honest, the beginning was a bit confusing. I didn't know what was happening and there were a
lot of characters introduced, but once the book got going and I got into the swing of things, I couldn't
put it down. The characters jump off the page, their pain is so real, and the descriptions are
poetically written.
I highly, highly, recommend this book. It's one of the most unique reads I've ever read and will stay
with me for a long time.

Says Dianne of TOME TENDER Book Blog (4 Stars)
Prepare to be shredded with anger, pain and the angst level that rarely lets up. From page one, there
is conflict, loss and darkness. The writing is jagged, chaotic and it fits the mood of this sad and
heartbreaking story.
Andrew was born to pain, isolation and loss. We are invited into his mind, we are told why he is so
emotionally isolated and of his brief connections with the world that were ripped from him, time
after time.
Kiernan has reached into Andrew’s isolation, but their attraction is more than friendship. Together
they will face betrayal, brutal injustice and the depths to which humanity will go. One will succumb
to suicide. One will hover between the pain of life and an eternal rest. Because of the messages from
angels, one will learn to go on for both of them.
There is a message in this read for those who can see through the heavy atmosphere and the pain
that comes in so many forms. Authors E.L. Reedy and A.M. Wade joined forces to expose the
loneliness and cruelties of being different, of not fitting into that cookie cutter image that allows
people to be comfortable in their small worlds.
I just feel the severe heavy tension shadowed what could have come across as a truly memorable read
for me. Sometimes less is more, the turmoil and tumultuous lives of these characters, the extreme
circumstances faced page after page was overpowering. I could understand the story’s gravity with
less and see the message for the future much more easily. I struggled with my rating. But, that said,
these authors are writing from the heart with a passion that is remarkable.
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